Brown Bag Lunch - August 18th, 2016

Interactive Questions + Answers

Ideas to Get Traction

- CWRU Community Day
- Meet + Greet - Org Chart Bingo
- Communities of Interest - Forming Groups
- Shadowing Program
- Promote Service Model - We can help you!
- Special Service - Go To Group - VIP Point of Contact
- Opportunities for people to work on different projects outside their wheelhouse.

Actions to Further IT

- Know your team - Org chart with pictures
- Socialization
- Continue to find out what Campus Community needs; be experts for them
- Share “What I do” with other teams; exchange expertise
- “Special” Service to help target audiences.
- Redefine Space
- Volunteer together - bonding

Next Steps

- Selecting Volunteer Activity + Get People Involved
- Org Chart - Skills database, names + titles
- Inventory of Skills - where to go for those skills; procedures to get things done
- Scheduling / planning some of these bonding events